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Аbstract: The paper proposed the construction of the opener, which provides an even distribution of granular fertilizer in the soil. The 
purpose of the study - the rationale cone-shaped distributor opener. The task of research - research of laws expiration pellet fertilizer on a 
truncated cone. To justify the cone-shaped distributor opener projection transformation methods used in descriptive geometry. The studies 
found that for uniform pellets expiry of fertilizers and other bulk materials on the surface of the cone-valve pilot opener transverse to the 
forward speed, do the elliptical section of the latter. For this cutting plane must be perpendicular to the forward velocity, and cross all the 
generators of the cone angle between it and the central axis of the latter, than π/2. 
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1. Introduction 

 For restoration and increase of fertility of soil, hence, 
productivity of grain crops, combination of preseeding processing of 
soil or crops with intrasoil entering of the basic or starting dose of 
mineral fertilizers is required. Top dressing thus isn't required, non-
polluting process is provided, ability of grain crops to resist to a 
drought amplifies. It is established that water consumption of plants 
on a unit of production at local entering decreases on 10-15 % [1]. 
Therefore such technology represents itself as the important factor 
of stabilization of grain production in regions with often repeating 
droughts.  

However wide introduction of technology of intrasoil entering 
of the basic dose of mineral fertilizers restrains in the absence of the 
working tools providing their uniform distribution in soil [2, 3].  

The research objective is to present a substantiation of the 
form of a cone-distributor coulter, providing uniform distribution of 
granules of mineral fertilizers in soil.  

A research problem: research of laws the expiration of 
granules of fertilizers on the truncated cone.  

2. Objectives and methods of research 

If to use the technical decision [4], consisting that at truncation 
cone surfaces in cross-section to movement directions, in parallel to 
forming a cone, the bottom sawn-off shotgun of the scatterer has the 
parabola form, and in the plan – an oval (in this case traces of a 
material 11-21, 21-31, 31-41 can be equal, Fig. 1) it is possible to 
provide uniform distribution of granules of fertilizers on width 
сошника.  

 
 

Fig. 1  Cone scatterer, the top view 

For realization of the put forward hypothesis the new design of 
coulter is developed for the intrasoil application of fertilizers, 
consisting of a tine-fertilizer delivery tube 1, to which the sweep 2, 
Fig. 2 is attached. In a tine-fertilizer delivery tube 1 it is placed 
screw 3 in which basis the cone-scatterer 4 is strengthened.  

 

 

 
  

Fig.2  Tine-fertilizer delivery tube for tape application of fertilizers 
 

Fertilizer, passing through screw gets the form of the hollow 
cylinder. A necessary condition of reception of stream of granules of 
fertilizers in regular intervals flowing down from a cone is their hit 
in the form of the hollow cylinder on the top part of the truncated 
cone. For this purpose the target end of a rack of tine-fertilizer 
delivery tube should come to an end in a kind of guider. Its 
appointment to direct the twirled stream on a cone-distributor.  
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Thus it should change the accelerated -twirled movement of 
particles in stationary with a direction of speed in a vertical plane. 
Cone-distributor appointment consists in uniform distribution of 
fertilizers in a cross-section direction under sweep spaces.  

3. Results of research and their analysis 
In fig. 3 the cone-scatterer with apex S and generatrix 

(elements) S-1, S-2, …, S-12 is represented. In drawing three 
projections – face-to-face, horizontal and profile are presented. If a 
direction of forward speed to accept on an axis Ox on a profile 
projection the cone-scatterer 17 ′′′−′′′−′′′S  - moves on us, on the 
spectator. Fertilizer particles flowing down on a cone surface to 
points .7,6,...,2,1 ′′′′′′′′′′′′   Traces of seeding fertilizer in drawing get 
to points are shown by dash-dot lines. Apparently from drawing, an 
interval between seeding traces aren't identical, have the sizes δ1, δ2 

and δ3 though on a fertilizer cone-scatterer have been submitted by 
equal angular intervals δ0.   

The problem consists in that: not equal intervals δi between 
traces of seeding of particles of fertilizer to make equal. For this 
purpose diameter of the basis of cone-scatterer D we will divide into 
six parts with equal intervals. Through the received points 1, 2, … 7 
it is reducible design traces of seeding of particles of fertilizer. For 
difference they are spent by shaped lines. We will define points of 
intersection of the received traces of seeding with corresponding 
generatrix on a profile projection: 

(1) 
1 5

2 6

3 7

4

.1 1 ; .5 5 ;

.2 2 ; .6 65 ;

.3 3 ; .7 76 .

.4 4 ;

Tr S L Tr S L
Tr S L Tr S L
Tr S L Tr S L
Tr S L

′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′∩ = ∩ =
′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′∩ = ∩ =
′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′∩ = ∩ =
′′′ ′′′ ′′′∩ =

   

 

 
 

Fig. 3  To a substantiation of the form of a cone-distributor 
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Having connected the received points by smooth lines we will 
receive a profile projection of an unknown curve ,...,,, 721 LLL ′′′′′′′′′  
which can provide uniform in a cross-section direction z, the 
expiration of particles of fertilizer on a cone-scatterer surface. 
However it is not known its kind and how it is possible to receive it.  

For definition of a kind and a way of reception required 
curve we project points ,...,, 21 LL ′′′′′′ and also a point ,4L ′′′  being at 
curve vertex on corresponding generatrix face-to-face projections. 
Apparently from drawing, 1L ′′  remains in a point 1ʹʹ. On the back 

side of the cone with it 7L ′′  coincides. Other points are defined on 
crossings of the intersection line (Il) with the corresponding 
generatrix:  

(2) 2 2

3 3

. 2 ;

. 3 .
Il L S L
Il L S L

′′′ ′′ ′′ ′′∩ =
′′′ ′′ ′′ ′′∩ =

   

Having connected points 321 LLL ′′−′′−′′ we will receive a 
straight line. Doesn't demand proofs that this straight line is face-to-
face trace of an face-to-face-projecting plane on which the required 
curve is located. Further we will define: 

.4 4LSf ′′=′′′′∩γ   
Return displaying gives a point at vertex of the required curve:  

4 4. 4 .Il L S L′′ ′′′ ′′′ ′′′∩ =   
 

Cone surface is symmetric about the central axis. Therefore, 
points 

10L′′ ,
11L′′ and 

12L′′  are defined under the symmetry rules. 
Horizontal projections of points of a required line are defined by 
displaying found face-to-face projections on corresponding 
generatrix on a horizontal plane of the projection: 

(3) 
2 2

3 3
...................................

. 2 ;

. 3 .
Il L S L
Il L S L

′′ ′ ′ ′∩ =
′′ ′ ′ ′∩ =      

However the received projection doesn't give full representation 
about character of a curve as it consists of two branches, and its each 
branch is presented not in a full kind.  

For definition of a natural kind of a required curve we will use 
methods of transformation of a projection of descriptive geometry, 
in particular the method of replacement of a plane of a projection. 
For this purpose a plane 1π  

of initial system it is replaceable on a 

plane 4π of new system. And, the replacing plane should be parallel 
to a planeγ , as a required curve situated on it:  

(4) ( ) ( ) 42414
41

22
21 ...,...,, π

ππ
ππ

−−−− LLLL
  

 

Proceeding from position about that coordinates in the replacing 
plane should be equal to coordinates in the replaced plane, we will 
define points 342414 ,, LLL and 44L . The required figure is symmetric 

concerning the generatrix 4′′S . Therefore points 6454 , LL  also are 
defined under the symmetry law.  

Having connected smooth lines the received points it is possible 
to notice that the required curve is half of the ellipse which big axis 
is equal ,7414 LLb −=  and a small axis - .2 444 SLa −=   

For acknowledgement of the received conclusion we will 
consider a cone with apex S and axis i. Some plane γ crosses all its 
generatrix, but it is not perpendicularly to the axis i. Thus: 

,l=∩αγ    
some curve turns out (Fig. 4).  

Let us project all points of curve lʹ onto a plane π, perpendicular 
to the axis i (of the cone). For example the point M is projected into 
a point πМ .  

The set cone is a circular, hence on a plane π will turn out a 
circle l  with radius a. Its size is equal to cone radius in a plane π.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4  To a substantiation of the form of a cone-distributor 
 

Through the center of circle l we will spend coordinate axes Oy 
on the plane γ and Ox – perpendicular to it. Point coordinates on 
these axes are equal:  

(5) 
.
;

MMxy
OMxx

=
=     

Accept designations:  
v  acute angle between planes γ and π ;  
w – angle between radius of the circle l ( πОМа = ) and 

axis Ox;  
Мх – projection of point M onto axis Ox. We will define 

coordinates of a point of M through angular parameter w.  
From a triangle πМОМ х :  

(6) cos ; cos .х
x

ОМ w OM a w
ОМπ

= = ⋅     

From a triangle πМММ х :  

(7) .
cos

;cos
v
ММММv

ММ
ММ х

х
х

х ππ ==      

From a triangle πОММ х :  

(8) sin ; sin .х
х

М М w М М a w
ОМ

π
π

π

= = ⋅     

We will substitute (8) in (7):  

(9) sin .
cosх
а wМ М

v
⋅

=                   

In (9) we accept a designation.  
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(10) ; sin
cos x
а b M M b w

v
= = ⋅  .               

From (6) and (10) taking into account (5) we will receive:  

(11) cos ;
sin .

х a w
y b w
= ⋅
= ⋅

    

We have received the parametrical equations of an ellipse. 
Hence, the line is lʹ an ellipse, as it was necessary to prove. The 
small axis of an ellipse is equal to a, the big axis – to b and it is 
extended in a direction of an axis Oy.  

4. Conclusions and advices to manufacturers  
For reception of the uniform expiration of granules of mineral 

fertilizers and other loose materials on a surface of a cone-
distributor experimental coulter in a cross-section direction to 
forward speed, it is necessary to execute elliptic section of the cone 
surface. For this purpose a secant plane should be directed 
perpendicularly forward speed, and cross a cone surface at an angle 
between it and the cone axis, distinct from π/2.  
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